
January 7, 2022

Solar PV Systems and the 2020 NEC
Brief Description

This course will review all of the critical requirements for the proper installation of PV systems by the
NEC and will focus on significant changes made in the 2020 versions. Articles to be reviewed include
690 – PV Systems, 691 – Large-Scale PV Electric Power Production Facility, and 705 - Interconnected
Electrical Power Production Sources. The course is intended for: Certified Electricians, Electrical
Contractors, Electrical Inspectors, Building Officials, Engineers and Designers.

Course contents

1. Article 690 Revisions (2020) and General Code requirements

While the 2017 NEC contained more changes since the 1984 revision cycle, the 2020 revision of Article
690 had far less sweeping implications, nonetheless, there are some notable changes and this section
reviews those changes. NEC articles 690.1 – 690.6 including the scope, specific definitions, and
general requirements of the installation of PV systems. Changes include minor changes to Figures 1(a)
and (b) to better represent current technology, new definitions, and the removal of some previously
used terms.

2. Circuit Requirements

This section reviews NEC sections 690.7 – 690.12 including the calculations for maximum system
voltage and proper sizing of conductors and overcurrent protection (OCPD). Significant changes to
articles 690.8, 690.9 and 690.12 will be reviewed including: Rapid Shutdown requirements, and the
revision to the allowed methods for the calculation of circuit current to be based on the rated input
current of the electronic power conversion equipment (i.e. inverter) as long as the overcurrent device
protecting that circuit doesn’t exceed the conductor ampacity. Additionally, this code cycle addresses
installations where overcurrent protection can be provided at the supply or load end of the circuit, with
length limitations provided on those circuits.

3.  Disconnecting Means

Disconnecting means reviews NEC sections 690.13 – 690.15 including PV equipment disconnect
requirements, and labeling requirements. There were no significant changes included in Part 3 of
Article 690 for the 2020 version, however one notable revision is the PV system disconnecting means
must be locked if live parts are accessible to unqualified persons.
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4. Wiring Methods

Wiring methods reviews NEC sections 690.31 – 690.34 including allowable wiring methods and
connectors for the installation of PV systems. There were several changes included in Part IV of Article
690 for the 2020, one notable revision is including conductors with higher temperature ratings in
tables supplying correction factors used in conductor sizing, new requirements for identifying PV
system conductors as positive or negative, allowing 24 inches between single conductor cable
supports, and a new “intermateability” requirement for PV mating connectors.

5. Grounding

Grounding reviews NEC sections 690.41 – 690.50 including ground-fault protection, system grounding,
equipment grounding & sizing, grounding electrode systems and continuity of equipment grounding.
Notable changes include addressing ground-fault protection with DC to DC converters, and increases
in EGC conductor size for voltage drop concerns are no longer required on any PV system conductor
(AC or DC).

6. Markings The markings section reviews NEC sections 690.51 – 690.56 including proper PV system
labeling, identification of power sources. Changes include AC modules, like standard PV modules, shall
be marked according to their listing, DC PV circuit labels now only have to supply highest maximum
voltage (current values no longer required here), and updated labeling requirements for rapid
shutdown systems (now that the January 1, 2019 delayed implementation date has passed).

7. Connections to Other Sources, and Storage BatteriesThe final 690 section reviews NEC
sections 690.59 – 690.72 for interactive systems connection requirements, and storage battery
installation. In this hour, the various other articles associated with the installation of PV systems will be
discussed including: 691, 705, 706, 710 & 712.

8. Article 705 – Interconnected Electric Power Production Sources

This section reviews NEC sections 705.1 – 705.70 including specific definitions, power source
directories, point of connection, ground-fault protection, and voltage imbalance.

Significant changes include restructuring and a reduction in overall article, clarification on power source
output circuits, and some new sections 705.11 (intended to provide more guidance on supply-side
connections) and 705.13 which lists requirements for Power Control Systems used to control one or
more power production sources, energy storage and other equipment.

Course objectives

Review the requirements for the installation of PV systems covered in articles 690, 691, 705, 706, 710 &
712 of the 2020 NFPA 70 – National Electrical Code
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Review the changes made to the 2020 version of the NFPA 70 – National Electrical Code affecting the
proper installation of PV systems.

Learning outcomes

Upon completion of the course students will have an understanding of the requirements for the proper
installation of Photovoltaic systems as required by the 2020 NFPA 70 – National Electrical Code articles
690 and 705.
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January 25, 2022

Solar PV Systems and Safety
Brief Description

This course will review some of the specific hazards and safety concerns associated with solar PV
systems. The major components and commonly found install types for a PV system will be established
so that we can explore the safety concerns with each system. We will also evaluate the different
conditional safety concerns associated with installation, commissioning, troubleshooting, operation and
maintenance of these systems as well as references for additional safety courses. The course is
intended for: Certified Electricians, Electrical Contractors, Electrical Inspectors, and maintenance
personnel.

Course objectives

-Identify the safety hazards associated with typical PV systems.

-Understand basic tools and techniques to mitigate PV safety hazards.

-Show additional resources for more safety training for each applicable hazard.

Learning outcomes

Upon completion of the course students will have an understanding of the hazards present in a typical
PV system and have resources for more training available to them including, but not limited to NFPA
70E, manufacture training, OSHA, and more AVO courses available now.
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Course contents

1. What does a PV system look like:

Locations:
Sloped Roofs, Flat Roof, CarPort, Ground Mount, Pole Top

Typical Components:
Major: Solar Modules, Racking, Inverters, Charge Controllers, Batteries
Accessory: Combiners, Transformers, Bypass/Transfer Switches, etc.

Typical Applications:
Customer: Off-grid vs. Utility Interactive, Commercial & Industrial, utility company.
Use cases: resilience, demand charge & time of use mitigation, utility services.

2. Identifying the hazards in typical installation

Power sources:
AC Voltages from 120Vac to  > 100KVac
DC Voltages from  < 50Vdc to > 1500 Vdc
AC and DC current

Disconnects:
Multiple power sources, transfer switches, backup power, first responder equipment

Fall Hazards:
Flat roofs, sloped roofs, ladders, scaffolding, lifts

Additional site hazards:
Heavy machinery, trenching, environmental, chemical, energy storage

3. Specialty tools for properly installing, commissioning, and maintaining PV systems.

Tools:
DC rated multimeter, insulation resistance meter, irradiance meter, thermal

imaging cameras, IV curve tracer, insulated gloves, FR clothing, eye and ear protection,
footwear, etc.

Common Practice:
Isolate all power sources, lock out/tag out, know what’s live, check for: voltage,

polarity, and current
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4. Additional resources for safety training for PV systems.

OSHA, NFPA 70E, NFPA 70B, manufacture/product training, AVO Training Institute
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January 28, 2022

Solar Energy Storage Systems
Course Concepts

Brief Description

This 6-hour course will provide students with a foundation for understanding energy storage systems (ESS)
used in the solar industry in a variety of applications. The course is intended for: Certified Electricians,
Electrical Contractors, Electrical Inspectors, Building Officials, Engineers and Designers.

Course objectives

-Understand energy storage system (ESS) components, functions, and system configurations

-Identify common commercial and utility-scale ESS applications

-Learn key terms and concepts related to ESS technologies and specifications

-Identify different types of ESS chemistries and understand the pros and cons of each

-Review common ESS configurations and diagrams

-Learn which NEC articles and sections apply to systems employing energy storage

-Learn key fire code requirements and equipment listings for systems employing energy storage

-Identify safety hazards for different types of energy storage chemistries

Learning outcomes

Upon completion of the course students will have a fundamental understanding of the energy storage
systems being employed in todayʼs solar-plus-storage systems for commercial and utility-scale applications,
including different system configurations, battery chemistries, use-cases, safety hazards, along with where to
find electrical and fire code requirements for ESS installations.
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Course Outline
1. Energy storage system (ESS) components, functions, and system configurations

a. Batteries
b. Inverters
c. Charge control
d. Energy Management System (EMS)
e. Balance of System (BOS) components
f. System configurations overview

i. DC-Coupled
ii. AC-Coupled

2. Utility-scale ESS services/applications
a. System Operation

i. Frequency Regulation & Voltage Support
ii. Ramping

iii. Black Start
b. Investment Deferral

i. Energy Shi�ing
ii. Capacity Investment Deferral

iii. Transmission & Distribution Congestion Relief and Upgrade Deferral
c. Renewable Energy (Variable Sources) Services

i. Reduced RE Curtailment
ii. Capacity Firming (smooth out power fluctuations)

d. Microgrid Applications
i. Backup power

ii. Reduced Reliance on Diesel Generators

3. Key terms and concepts related to ESS technologies and specifications
a. Capacity
b. Amp-hours, Voltage
c. C-rates
d. Cycle life
e. Listings
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4. Different types of ESS chemistries and understand the pros and cons of each
a. Older technologies (lead-acid and nicads)
b. Lithium

i. Nickel Magnesium Cobalt (NMC)
ii. Lithium Iron Phosphate

iii. Others
c. Flow
d. Others (capacitor, hydrogen fuel cells)

5. Common ESS configurations and detailed diagrams
a. DC-coupled system
b. AC-coupled system
c. Multimode systems (backup capability)

6. NEC articles and sections apply to systems employing energy storage
a. Article 690 Solar Photovoltaic (PV) Systems
b. Article 705 Interconnected Electric Power Production Sources
c. Article 706 Energy Storage Systems

7. Fire code requirements and equipment listings for systems employing energy storage
a. International Fire Code & NFPA 1 (Chapter 52) Installation requirements
b. NFPA 855 Standard for the Installation of Stationary ESS
c. UL 9540 ESS Listing & UL9540A Thermal runaway testing

8. Safety hazards for different types of energy storage chemistries
a. Lead Acid battery hazards
b. Lithium battery hazards
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